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ABSTRACT

We investigated the effect of interstitial solutes on the phase stability and tensile properties of metastable FeCoCr-based medium-entropy
alloys (MEAs). Thermodynamic calculations indicate that the interstitial carbon atom acts as an austenite stabilizer and suppresses the ther-
mally induced martensite formation. With the benefit from interstitial strengthening, carbon-doped FeCoCr-based MEAs have demonstrated
an enhanced tensile strength as compared with the undoped counterpart. Originated from the phase metastability and low stacking-fault
energy, the martensitic transformation can be activated upon the plastic deformation, leading to the dynamic microstructural refinement. In
this way, the significantly improved strength with a maintained tensile ductility can be achieved in the developed MEAs. Our findings have
demonstrated that the incorporation of interstitial solutes into metastable alloys contributes to the development of high-performance alloys
with a superior strength-ductility synergy.

Published under an exclusive license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0058011

Modern industries put forward an urgent request for structural
materials with superior mechanical properties with the aim of advanc-
ing the energy efficiencies and engineering reliabilities. However, the
strengthening of metallic materials through most metallurgical meth-
ods usually comes at the expense of their ductility.1 How to evade the
strength-ductility trade-off is paramount for the design of advanced
alloys.2,3 The concept of “metastability-engineering strategy,” in which
metastable phases are engineered to allow an athermal transformation
when exposed to external stimuli (e.g., mechanical loading), provides
the opportunities to achieve a remarkable strength-ductility combina-
tion by equipping metallic materials with substantially an enhanced
work-hardening capability and damage tolerance.4,5 For example,
martensitic transformation can be triggered during plastic deforma-
tions, whose presence increases the work-hardening rate and post-
pones the localized necking, leading to simultaneously enhanced
strength and ductility.6 It is also known as the transformation-
induced-plasticity (TRIP) effect, giving rise to the development of
advanced TRIP steels with superior mechanical properties.7 Apart
from the deformation-induced martensite, mechanical twinning also

serves as an alternative plasticity carrier.8 Similarly, the twinning-
induced-plasticity (TWIP) effect also contributes to structural
materials with high strengths at large plastic strains. Therefore,
tuning the phase stability so that the displacive transformation can
be triggered upon the deformation provides promising opportuni-
ties for developing strong yet ductile structural materials.

Along this line of the thought, we deliberately reduce the phase
stability of the host phase and introduce metastability by carefully reg-
ulating stacking-fault energy (SFE) values within a metastable
medium-entropy alloy (MEA).9 As compared with conventional com-
positional simple alloys, the vast compositional space and numerous
elemental combinations among MEAs provide them with unique
properties10 such as remarkable mechanical properties at cryogenic
temperature as a result of associated unique deformation mecha-
nisms,11 superior strength-ductility combination at ambient tempera-
ture due to excellent work hardening,3,12,13 and good corrosion and
irradiation resistances.14,15 Originated from the phase transformation
between the face-centered-cubic (FCC) and hexagonal-close-packed
(HCP), microstructural refinement creates extra interfaces, which
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substantially strengthen the alloys by impeding dislocation move-
ments. Herein, we aim at further strengthening the metastable MEA
via interstitial elements. On the one hand, the occupation of interstitial
lattice sites by interstitial solutes displaces neighboring atoms away
from their original lattice position and, therefore, introduces a local
strain field and lattice distortion.16 The distorted lattice would interact
with dislocations upon plastic deformation, providing an additional
strength to the materials. On the other hand, the phase stability and
SFE values can also be tailored by doping interstitial elements, which
have a profound effect on the dislocation behavior and deformation
mechanisms.17,18 For example, it is well known that the deformation is
solely mediated by dislocation gliding for alloys with high SFE values.4

With the decreased SFE values, dislocation-mediated plasticity can
evolve into the mechanical twinning formation and martensitic trans-
formation.19 Therefore, it is worthwhile to investigate the effect of
interstitial elements on the phase stability and associated macroscopic
mechanical properties.

Introducing interstitials to MEAs has been previously reported to
be capable of increasing the yield strength of the materials, which is
associated with the increased lattice friction stress.20–22 However, pre-
vious studies on strengthening alloys via interstitial solutes usually
come at the expense of the ductility loss. How to achieve a superior
strength-ductility synergy is critical in the design of the advanced
structural materials. We identified the activation of the martensitic
transformation among the metastable FeCoCr-based MEAs during
tensile deformation in our previous work.9 In this study, we are going
to report that doping with a minor amount of interstitial carbon signif-
icantly strengthens the materials without sacrificing the ductility
among metastable FeCoCr-based MEAs. A series of MEAs with
different carbon concentrations were prepared and fabricated:
Fe42Co42Cr16, (Fe42Co42Cr16)99.94C0.06, and (Fe42Co42Cr16)99.7C0.3

(at.%). These three compositions are denoted as C0, C0.06, and C0.3
alloys in the following content for the sake of brevity. Alloys were pre-
pared by arc-melting high-purity raw materials in the Ti-getter Ar
atmosphere and remelted five times to ensure their homogeneity.
They were then dropped into a copper mold with the dimension of
5� 12� 100mm3. The as-cast samples were homogenized at 1200 �C
for 2 h. Further grain refinement was achieved via cold rolling
along the longitudinal direction with a total thickness reduction of
65%, followed by annealing at 750 �C for 20min. All heat treatments
were finished by water quenching to room temperature. Material char-
acterizations were conducted via scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
Quanta 450), electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD, Oxford), and
x-ray diffraction (XRD, Rigaku). Sample preparation methods and
characterization details have been described elsewhere.23 Dog-bone-
shaped specimens were obtained by electro-discharge machining
for the room-temperature tensile test with a constant strain rate of
10�3 s�1. A non-contact laser extensometer (MTS LX 500) was used
to monitor gauge length elongation.

The as-annealed microstructures of the present metastable MEAs
are shown in Fig. 1. The band contrast map is generated based on the
intensity of the Kikuchi bands, which are strongly affected by lattice
defects and local dislocation density.24 Therefore, grain boundaries
and the heavily deformed areas appear dark in the band contrast map.
As we can see, annealing at 750 �C for 20min leads to a fully recrystal-
lized microstructure for all the investigated alloys. High-density
annealing twins are observed in the recrystallized microstructure,
as evident in the corresponding orientation maps. Alloying addition of
carbon appears to refine the recrystallized grain, although not
significantly: the grain sizes are determined as 1.96 0.6lm for the C0
alloy, 1.86 0.7lm for the C0.06 alloy, and 1.56 1.1lm for the
C0.3 alloy. More importantly, phase maps indicate that the present

FIG. 1. Microstructures of the as-annealed MEAs. Representative EBSD band contrast maps: (a) C0 alloy, (b) C0.06 alloy, and (c) C0.3 alloy. (d)–(f) Corresponding phase
maps showing the coexistence of the FCC phase (red) and HCP phase (blue) in the annealled microstructure. Grain orientation maps superimposed on band contrast maps
showing the random distribution of various grain orientations: (g)–(i) FCC phase and (j)–(l) HCP phase.
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MEAs exhibit a typical duplex microstructure consisting of the FCC
and HCP two phases. All elements are uniformly distributed across
the materials without any detectable compositional difference between
the FCC and HCP phases, which has been verified in our previous
work through energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy.9 Therefore, the
formation of the dual-phase microstructure is a result of diffusionless
martensitic transformation. To be specific, the high-temperature FCC
phase partially transformed into the HCP phase upon cooling.
However, the martensitic transformation is suppressed by interstitial
carbon atoms, as evident from the decreased HCP volume fraction in
the carbon-doped alloys. The volume fraction of the HCP phase before
doping is estimated to be around 52.7%, which decreases significantly
to 6.9% and 3.8% for the C0.06 and C0.3 MEA, respectively. XRD pro-
files reveal the same duplex structure as EBSD mapping, that is, both
the FCC and HCP phases among the undoped alloy [Fig. 2(a)]. The
intensity of the HCP peak is obviously lowered after carbon doping,
suggesting the diminished HCP structure. These results clearly dem-
onstrate that the carbon addition affects the phase stability by sup-
pressing the HCP-martensite transformation upon cooling.

It is generally accepted that a single stacking fault in the FCC
matrix can be considered as an HCP-martensite embryo.25 The mar-
tensite embryo extends into bulk HCP crystals, either as the regular
arrangement of stacking faults on every alternate FCC plane or by an
irregular overlapping procedure. In the latter case, stacking faults are
created randomly first and then rearrange into the HCP stacking
sequence. The driving force for such martensitic transformation is to
decrease the Gibbs free energy. It has been previously proven that the
alloying addition of carbon decreases the driving force for FCC
! HCP, resulting in substantially retarded martensitic transformation
in the Fe-Cr-Ni-based stainless steels upon rapid cooling.26 With the
increased carbon concentration (0.2wt. %), thermally induced mar-
tensitic transformation can even be completely suppressed, resulting
in a single FCC microstructure.27 In the present work, alloying addi-
tion of carbon also contributes to an enhanced FCC stability. The
chemical driving force for such a martensitic transformation has been
calculated via Thermo-Calc software (TCFE7 database at 300K) to
rationalize the enhanced stability of the FCC structure by alloying

addition of the interstitial carbon. As shown in Table I, the Gibbs free
energy reduction from the FCC phase to the HCP phase for the C0,
C0.06, and C0.3 MEAs has been determined to be 1211, 1206, and
1179 J/mol, respectively. The calculated SFE values are also shown in
Table I, the details of which will be discussed later. Therefore, alloying
addition of carbon reduces the chemical driving force for the martens-
itic transformation from the FCC to HCP structure, which acts as a
potent austenite stabilizer and contributes to the enhanced FCC
stability.

Representative room-temperature engineering stress–strain
curves for the present metastable alloys are shown in Fig. 3. Carbon-
doped specimens exhibited much higher tensile strengths than that of
the undoped counterpart at room temperature. The yield strength is
688 MPa for the C0 specimen, and it increased significantly to 763 and
875 MPa for the C0.06 and C0.3 specimens, respectively. Interestingly,
the tensile ductility is not sacrificed but slightly improved by interstitial
carbon doping. XRD patterns obtained from the specimens after the
tensile fracture are shown in Fig. 2(b), in which body-centered tetrago-
nal (BCT) peaks are clearly detected. We further investigate the micro-
structure of the metastable MEAs after tensile fracture via EBSD
mapping (Fig. 4). We noted that the martensitic transformations into
both the HCP and BCT phases are activated upon tensile deformation
with only a few FCC phase left in the fractured specimens, whereas the
FCC phase dominates the pre-deformation microstructure, especially
for the interstitial-doped specimens (Fig. 1). Martensitic transforma-
tions to the HCP and BCT phases have been previously reported

FIG. 2. (a) XRD patterns indicate a duplex microstructure consisting of the FCC and HCP phases for the as-annealed alloys. The peak intensity of the HCP structure is sub-
stantially lowered by alloying additions of interstitial carbon. (b) XRD patterns obtained from the uniformly elongated regions from the specimens after tensile failure. Peaks cor-
responding to the body-centered tetragonal (BCT) phase are detected for all three metastable alloys.

TABLE I. Gibbs free energy of FCC and HCP phases as well as the Gibbs free
energy changes from the FCC to HCP phase. SFE values of the present metastable
MEAs are also calculated by treating stacking fault as two atomic layers of the HCP
embryo separated from the host FCC phase.

Gfcc (J/mol) Ghcp (J/mol) DGfcc!hcp (J/mol) SFE (mJ/m2)

C0 �9106 �10 317 �1211 4.5
C0.06 �9101 �10 307 �1206 4.7
C0.3 �9087 �10 266 �1179 6.1
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among high-Mn steels and Fe-Cr-Ni-based stainless steels, which often
yield an elevated strength and good work-hardening capability.7,26

Moreover, the martensitic transformation being triggered during the
tensile deformation plays a crucial role in achieving the superior
strength-ductility synergy among advanced high-performance steels
with over 20% ductility at the gigapascal-level strength.7 The simulta-
neously enhanced strength and ductility due to the activated martensitic
transformations are also known as the TRIP effect.28 In this study, we
have implanted the TRIP effect into the metastable FeCoCr-based
MEAs.

Two types of the martensite phase are identified upon the plastic
deformation, that is, the HCP structure and the BCT structure. As
illustrated in Fig. 4, the volume fraction of the HCP phase increased
significantly after 0.5% strained, especially for C0.06 and C0.3 speci-
mens, in which the thermally induced HCP phase is suppressed via

carbon additions. The volume fraction of the HCP phase increased
from a few percent to �50% in both C0.06 and C0.3 specimens. In
contrast, we also detect a BCT phase formation after 0.5% strained;
however, the volume fraction of the BCT phase is generally low
(�1%), suggesting the BCT martensitic transformation has barely
started at this strain level. By comparing the phase maps of the 0.5%
strained and fractured specimens, the massive BCT phase starts to
transform as the deformation continues. Previous studies indicated
that the BCT embryo preferentially nucleates at the intersection of the
microscopic shear band, e.g., HCP martensite plates, deformation
twins, and dislocation slip planes.29 Therefore, when the HCP mar-
tensite is involved in the nucleation of the BCT phase, the HCP mar-
tensite facilitates the activation of the BCT martensitic transformation.
However, it should also be noted that the HCP phase acts as a transient
phase for the BCT martensitic transformation, but not a necessary pre-
cursor for the BCT martensite. In other words, there are two sequences
for the BCT martensitic formation: (1) FCC! HCP! BCT and (2)
FCC! BCT.

To interpret the deformation behavior identified in the current
study, we estimate the SFE values according to the Olson–Cohen-
approach.30 The SFE values are estimated by treating the fault as two
layers of the hcp structure separated from the FCC matrix by two
interfaces with the HCP embryo and the FCC matrix via the following
equation:

SFE ¼ 2qA DGFCC!HCP þ Estrainð Þ þ 2rFCC=HCP (1)

where qA is the planar atomic density on the 111f g plane,
DGFCC!HCP is the Gibbs free energy difference between the FCC and
HCP phases, Estrain is the associated strain energy during transforma-
tion, and rFCC=HCP represents the interfacial energy between the FCC
and HCP phases. qA is determined to be 2:5� 10�5 mol/m2.27,31

DGFCC!HCP is calculated by the thermodynamic calculations using the
Thermo-Calc software (TCFE7 database at 300K), and the values so
obtained are listed in Table I. The term rFCC=HCP plays a vital role in
the estimation of the SFE values; however, it is acknowledged that the
uncertainty of this term severely limits the effectiveness of the thermo-
dynamic SFE models since the value of the rFCC=HCP interfacial energy
is compositionally dependent, which changes significantly with the

FIG. 3. Room-temperature engineering tensile stress–strain curves of the present
metastable MEAs. Interstitial atoms substantially strengthen the alloys without
sacrificing ductility.

FIG. 4. Post-deformation microstructures of the uniformly elongated regions from 0.5% strained and tensile fractured specimens. (a)–(c) EBSD phase maps revealing a mas-
sive deformation-induced martensitic transformation from FCC to HCP after 0.5% strained. (d)–(f) Massive deformation-induced BCT martensite observed clearly in the frac-
tured specimens.
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alloy composition.32 Moreover, Mosecker and Saeed-Akbari33 pro-
posed that the possible interstitial segregation might also affect the
value of the rFCC=HCP interfacial energy. The thermodynamic model
has been developed and widely employed to determine the interfacial
energy of Fe-Mn-based steels.34,35 Relevant thermodynamic model
and associated thermodynamic parameters for calculating the value of
the rFCC=HCP among the Fe-Co-Cr alloy system are not available in the
literature. Therefore, the value of rFCC=HCP was roughly estimated
from extensively explored Fe-Mn-based alloy systems as 32.5 mJ/m2.32

More precise estimation of the rFCC=HCP value among multicompo-
nent alloy systems needs further work in the future. In the calculation
of the stacking fault energies, Estrain is usually neglected since the strain
energy accounts only for less than 0.1% of the total fault energy.36 The
calculated SFE values of the present metastable alloys are summarized
in Table I. It is claimed that the SFE values control the martensitic
transformation sequence: Sato et al.37 proposed that the FCC phase
directly transformed into the BCT phase for the alloys with high SFE
values (>20 mJ/m2), whereas low SFE alloys (<20 mJ/m2) promote
the two-stage martensitic transformation to the BCT-martensite via
the transient HCP-martensite. The low SFE values (<10 mJ/m2) for
the present metastable alloys suggest that the BCT-martensite is likely
to nucleate with the aid of the HCP-martensite, instead of directly
from the FCC phase. These results agree well with the experimental
observation that the massive HCP phase started to form after 0.5%
strained, whereas the BCT-martensite transformation has barely
started at this strain level. Therefore, it indicates that the FCC! HCP
transformation occurs first when compared with the transformation of
HCP ! BCT. In other words, the deformation-induced martensitic
transformation follows the FCC! HCP! BCT sequence.

At the early stage of deformation, the HCP-martensite is
mechanically induced and acts as the primary deformation mecha-
nism. The formation of the HCP-martensite provides a substantial
microstructural refinement by increasing the density of phase bound-
aries. Such dynamic microstructural refinement contributes to an
improved work-hardening capability, which is beneficial for the delay
of the plastic instability and localized necking. As the strain increases,
the BCT-martensitic transformation is activated and gradually
becomes the dominant plasticity carrier. Such a BCT-martensitic
transformation further increases the interface density, whose presence
creates extra obstacles against dislocation gliding and reduces the
mean free path for the dislocation movement. The FCC phase is con-
sumed with the increased strain, and it transformed to the HCP mar-
tensite and further to the BCT martensite progressively and, therefore,
leave a little FCC phase in the fractured microstructure.

Effects of alloying addition of carbon on the tensile properties
can be divided into the following two aspects. First, the carbon atom
acts as an austenite stabilizer and contributes to improved stability of
the FCC structure, and therefore, the initial microstructure evolves
from the duplex “FCC þ HCP” microstructure for the C0 alloy to the
FCC-dominated microstructure for the carbon-doped alloys. The
HCP-type martensitic transformation is activated first during the plas-
tic deformation, and then the BCT-martensitic transformation will be
promoted with the increased strain. It should be noted that the defor-
mation is usually accommodated by softer domains first and micro-
void/microcrack initiates at the interfaces between the softer and the
harder domains by further deformation, and this eventually leads to
the tensile failure.7,38 Evidently, the host FCC phase is softer than the

deformation-induced martensites, and therefore, the plastic deforma-
tion is first accommodated by the FCC phase through the martensitic
transformation and then occurs on the deformation-induced martens-
ite with the increased strain. Carbon promotes the FCC structure for-
mation according to our previous discussion; therefore the
deformation-induced martensitic transformation occurs among a
wider strain range in the carbon-doped metastable MEAs. As a result,
the plastic deformation sustained by martensites occurs at a higher
strain, which delays microvoid and microcrack generations as well as
associated tensile failure.7 In this way, carbon additions did not cause a
severe embrittlement for the present MEAs. Second, an interstitial sol-
ute creates a local strain field and displaces neighboring host atoms
from their original lattice positions.16 Severe lattice distortion created
by doping the interstitial carbon strongly interacts with dislocations
when plastically deformed, leading to the enhanced strength.39

Therefore, the interstitial carbon addition is capable of significantly
strengthening the metastable alloys without sacrificing the ductility
(see Fig. 3).

In this study, we systematically investigate the effect of the inter-
stitial carbon content on the phase stability and mechanical properties
among metastable MEAs. Interstitial carbon substantially increases the
tensile strength with a maintained ductility. Interstitial strengthening
accounts for the enhanced strength. Alloying addition of carbon also
contributes to the improved austenite stability, and therefore, the
deformation-induced martensitic transformation occurs among a
wider strain range in these carbon-doped metastable alloys upon the
tensile deformation, which is beneficial for the delay of the plastic
instability (localized necking) and associated maintained ductility. Our
effect on adding of the interstitial solutes into the FeCoCr-based alloy
leads to the development of metastable alloys with a superior strength-
ductility combination, the concept of which is attractive for the devel-
opment of advanced materials for structural applications.
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